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Cross pollination is effected by the male
flowering phase being separated by a few
days from the female phase on a single
inflorescence. Pollen and nectar of the male
flowers are only available early in the
morning, after which the female flowers
secrete nectar. This effects the movement
of bees from male flowers on one inflores-
cence to the female flowers on another
inflorescence, which results in pollination.
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The palm 
'lrithrinax 

ca.mpestris is both
very rare and unique. The upper surfaces
of the leaves on its multiple trunks are

covered with a white woolly fuzz which
makes the palm look white rather than
green. And because it is a native of Argen-
tina, it is far more cold tolerant than most

palms.
When I first came to work as curator

of the palm and jungle gardens at the Hun-
tington Gardens, San Marino, California,
Inge Hoffmann of the International Palm
Society's Seed Bank, and John Tallman of
Ventura College, asked me'for seed of
Trithrinax campestris. I went into the
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garden to check on our mature specimen
of this species, and found six green seeds
on one old inflorescence, plus at least twelve
new flower heads forming.

A few people warned me to protect the
seeds from rodents, but I didn't move fast
enough. One by one the new flower heads
were eaten, after which the seeds disap-
peared. Since then requests have come
from all over the world for seeds of this
palm-together with suggestions on how
to protect the seeds from rodents by plac-
ing some type of wire mesh around the
inflorescence. That procedure works well
for most palms, but not for Trithrinax

Seed of' Trithrinax campestris
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campestris-for the reason that the inflo-

resc;nce of T. campesrris is practically

inaccessible. Not only are the leaves very

stiff and very sharply pointed, but in addi-

tion the leaf base consists of many sharply

pointed spines the size of knitting needles.

The inflorescence is quite small and is neatly

packed inside this formidable defense'

Another idea was to place a wire cage

comoletelv around one of the heads of the

palm. I decided against that because it

would require cutting away the skirt of the

palm to permit sealing the wire against the

trunk, and I think that the skirt is a very

beautiful aspect of the Palm.
" The third alternative is to cage the entire

tree as a protection from rodents. With a

generous donation of $250 from the Inter-
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Coconuts: An Appeal for Information

The coconut palm is the most widely distributed crop plant in the tropics but its one

time supremacy as a source of vegetable oil has been superseded- by soybean and oil palm.

These have relegated the coconut to a less important position than it deserves.

The first edition of Longman's COCONUTS was written by Reginald Child n 1964

and a second edition in 19i4. The opportunity to write a new edition for Longman comes

at a time when the competition from other vegetable oils makes it necessary to reassess

the coconut palm as u ,o,rr"" of energy as well as food. Subjects which were only mentioned

in the earliei editions can be dealt with in greater detail; for example, the commercial

performance of Fl hybrids can be evaluateJ, the progress in embryo. and tissue culture

Lu.r b" compared *iih the successes and failures in other crops €nd the economics of

processing and marketing of copra can be examined in terms of the renewable resource

iequirements of the tropical countries in which coconuts grow'

The book is intendedio be used at both the practical and the academic level. In addition

to obvious chapters on breeding, agronomy, pests, diseases and processing, there will be

a whole chapter devoted to e"tettiion and another to economics and marketing' Any

scientists, exiension officers, economists or planters who have worked with the coconut

palm over the last 20 years are invited to ;[ the author what, in their opinion, should

Le included in the new book. In particular, lists of publications and recent reprints are

requested. All letters will be answered and no work will be quoied without attribution.

Please write to:

Hucn C. HeRRms
17 Alexandra Road
Lodmoor Hill Weymouth
Dorset DT4 7QQ
Eneland

national Palm Society's Seed Bank' and
with a matching amount from a Special
Project fund" we are now erecting a rodent-
proof cage around the entire tree. We hope
that possibly within a year, the Seed Bank
will have seeds of the very rare and beau-
tiful palm Trithrinax campestris to dis-
tribute to members of the International
Palm Society who request them.

To request a packet of seeds of Trithri-
nax cdmpesfris, members of the Inter-
national Palm Society should' NOW address
a request for them to the IPS Seed Bank,
695 Joaquin Avenue, San Leandro, CA
94577. Packets will be distributed in
sequence of orders received, as seeds are
received, at the standard billed price of $2
per packet.




